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Workshop participants looking at stage of growth.

Over the past eight months, a group of
farmers from the New South Wales Mid
North Coast have been participating in
the Feeding Pastures for Profit (FPFP)
program. The program is split into a two-day
classroom style workshop followed by a
number of on-farm discussion group days,
looking at the practical implementation of
the FPFP tools. In February this year, we
held the initial workshop in Bellingen, led by
dairy farm consultant, Phil Shannon. Phil
took us through the principles of managing
pastures and crops on farm to improve
profit from the dairy farm business, by using
more home-grown pasture and efficient use
of supplements. The group went through
the main topics of managing pastures and
crops to optimise the milking platform, dry
matter consumption and cow efficiency,
and integrating pastures and supplements
profitably. Phil also went through a number
of practical tools including a paddock
allocation system using pegs or blocks
and the Rotation Right tool. The classroom
days also cover best practices for grazing
pasture types such as kikuyu and ryegrass

to optimise growth rates, leading to more
pasture dry matter availability.
The group has also held two on-farm
days, led by agronomist, Josh Hack, in
the Dorrigo area looking at the practical
implementations of FPFP, particularly
throughout the different seasons of the year.
The days involve a refresh of our learnings,
discussing how everyone has implemented
the tools on their farm, questions they
may have, followed by a paddock walk to
look at how one farm has implemented
FPFP. The group reviews current feed
availability, current rotation intervals and
paddock history. There are three more
on-farm days for the group to complete
over the coming few months to cover off
feedbase management throughout spring
and summer. By the end of the program,
participants should have the confidence to
change paddock rotation before feed runs
out or gets away from them, improve the
efficiency of nitrogen fertilisers, manage
a spring surplus and simplify pasture
management instruction to workers.

Looking at the theory
behind leaves per tillers.
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